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An obituary of unprecedented magnificence
 Celebrates a life in science/statistics not a life in the Society

 The two were different for so much of the life was outside the 
Society

 Celebration due because the Society largely remade itself in his 
image, e.g. by creating an Industrial and Agricultural Research 
Section in the 1930s and Research Section + theory journal, Series 
B, in the 40s
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Outline of talk
 Background 
 Fisher’s life with the RSS
 1920s joins, leaves, rejoins
 1930s uncomfortably present
 1940s usually absent 
 1950s President & writing in the Society’s 

journals
 Being in a Society
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Sources for the story
 Published 
 JRSS Articles and reports of meetings 
 Archives
 RSS Archives 
 Fisher Archives in Adelaide—mainly letters to him
 Books
 Henry Bennett (1983) Natural Selection, Heredity, and Eugenics. 

Including Selected Correspondence of R. A. Fisher with Leonard 
Darwin and Others. 

 Joan Fisher Box (1978) R. A. Fisher: The Life of a Scientist.
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1920  Ronald Fisher and mentor Leonard Darwin

Ronald Fisher (1890-1962)
Cambridge maths graduate
Interests—genetics, eugenics,  stat. theory
Ag stats at Rothamsted from 1919

Leonard Darwin (1850-1943)
Son of Charles, President of Eugenics
Education Society + connections galore
Fisher’s patron + friend

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwinjsSl4PTeAhUIWhoKHRN5De4QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https%3A%2F%2Fetherwave.wordpress.com%2F2013%2F02%2F02%2Fr-a-fisher-scientific-method-and-the-tower-of-babel-pt-1%2F&psig=AOvVaw2ph0vPhYhsafI7oRrQCdHt&ust=1543414194325317
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1920  One journal/one editor to please 
Biometrika and Karl Pearson 

Fisher’s success rate with KP

 1 publication (1915)

 2 or 3 rejections
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1920 Fisher’s latest offering rejected—
Darwin’s reaction 
“On the ‘Probable Error’ of a 
Coefficient of Correlation 
deduced from a Small 
Sample” 
 Extended Fisher (1915)
 Criticised Pearson’s 

“Appendix” to it for 
confusing ML with Bayes 



Darwin’s connections
 Try JRSS
 Major Greenwood 

(editor) says no
 But—subject to 

softening—
recommends it for 
Gini’s Metron

 Published as
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1921 Another line to the RSS: Arthur 
Bowley (1869-1957)

Professor of Stats at LSE and 
Fisher’s neighbour in Harpenden

 Recommends to JRSS Fisher’s 
piece on χ² 

 Reads Fisher’s “Mathematical 
Foundations of Theoretical 
Statistics”

 Cool about its criticism of Bayes
 Pearson on χ² paper
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1921 Fisher’s best ally among the Stats: Udny Yule 
(1871-1951) “kindly, gentle and genial”

Lecturer in Stats (joint between 
Ag and Eco) in Cambridge. Like 
Fisher, interested in stat theory, 
genetics and ag 
 Supports Fisher’s fellowship 

application to RSS: “I have seen a 
good deal of Mr. Fisher’s work and 
cordially recommend him.”

 Favourably reviews Fisher’s 
“Mathematical Foundations of 
Theoretical Statistics”

 Agrees with Fisher’s criticism of 
Pearson on χ²
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JRSS publishes, Biometrika reacts

 JRSS published the 
occasional technical 
piece in Miscellanea

 In 1922 publishes 2 by 
Fisher

 More JRSS friendly 
than first

 KP blasts χ² paper



The Stats reject 3rd Fisher paper–“they have 
treated you badly … the dignified course …”
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Fisher did not take the dignified course

 Argued with the RSS
 Darwin took up his case
 No joy
 Fisher resigns
 The reputation of “being very touchy and 

easily put out”  stuck—Yates and Mather 
(1963) recalled his “notoriously contentious 
spirit” 
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1923+ Fisher finds other outlets

 Book with new editions 
every few years

 Maths journals—
Cambridge Philosophical 
Society and Royal 
Society

 Ag journals take work on 
Experiments
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1929 Elected FRS 
With support from

 Stats — Yule but not by 
Pearson and Greenwood

 Cambridge maths—
Eddington, Fowler

 Genetics —Punnett

 Ag science — Russell and 
Hall



Now you’re FRS—why not FRSS?
Darwin mobilises
 Bernard Mallet (past 

President)
 Yule who wants 

assurance there will 
be no more 
resignations

Darwin locks Fisher in 
with a gift of a lifetime 
subscription
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1933 All change
 People 
 Karl Pearson and Yule retire
 At UC KP replaced by Fisher as Prof of Eugenics and 

Egon Pearson as Head of Stats
 Yule replaced by John Wishart who teaches maths 

students—Bartlett, Daniels etc

 Society
 Creates Industrial and Agricultural Section with its own 

journal—the Supplement.
 Fisher not involved
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Fisher on the Council April 1933/Off April 
1936
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Fisher’s main project in the Society was
getting recognition for Student—a Guy
medal in gold. He failed.
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1934-5  Resisting Fisher and going beyond him

Bowley had followed Fisher’s work from
the start and disagreed with the attack on
Bayes

Jerzy Neyman (1894-1981)
Egon Pearson (1895-1983)
worked on a theory of testing from 1928
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Bowley vote of thanks Fisher discusses

“illuminating and refreshing”“confidence trick”
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Fisher went in came out

Fisher’s first address to an RSS meeting—
expecting what—hail the conquering
hero!?

After another vote of no thanks from
Bowley.
Neyman supportive of Fisher
Fisher tolerant of Neyman’s different way
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Fisher vote of no thanks Egon Pearson comments

Fisher had portrayed Neyman and Pearson
“academic statisticians”

Neyman’s paper criticised Fisher and
Fisher reacted
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1935-50—quiet times for Fisher and the Stats

 1935-9 Fisher takes part in meetings—
usually to support Rothamsted friends

 Industrial and Agricultural closes down in 39
 Fisher receives awards from Society, joins 

Council and is President in 52
 Does not do anything in Society
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War brings new people

 A lot of them!
 Some Cambridge maths 

graduates
 The more senior e.g. 

Barnard got jobs as 
statisticians

 The junior e.g. Lindley 
went back to Cambridge 
to learn more

 RSS their natural home
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Some in 1968; a reunion of Ministry of
Supply’s big SR17 unit. Dennis Lindley in
centre—George Barnard absent.



1945: Research Section formed 

 Fisher was not 
involved in reform 
of the Society

 Nor in such 
intellectual 
developments as 
stochastic 
processes

 From 45 to 54 his 
stats papers went 
to Biometrics
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Fisher didn’t go!



George Barnard (1915-2002)
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 Diverted by war 
from a career in 
mathematical logic

 Fisher’s only 
intellectual 
companion from 
that generation

 When Fisher was 
President chose 
him as VP



Statistical Methods & Scientific 
Inference—Fisher’s Series B book
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Looked 2 ways
 Back to controversies 

of 30s
 Forward to extensions 

of Fiducial inference
 Brought in a new critic 

D. V. Lindley
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Series B referee on Fisher on Lindley

 An echo of 
Greenwood 
inn 1920

 JRSS 
publishes 
anyway

 So at last RSS 
gives Fisher 
an outlet



Man and Society—quotes from 
Yates and Mather
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 The RSS was never a place 
for meeting friends

A great resigner
 in the 20s RSS
 In the 30s the 

Proceedings of 
the Cambridge 
Phil Soc

 in the 50s 
Biometrics
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